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Let G ⊂ GL(V ) be a ﬁnite group, where V is a ﬁnite dimensional
vector space over a ﬁeld F of arbitrary characteristic. Let S(V ) be
the symmetric algebra of V and S(V )G the ring of G-invariants.
We prove here the following results:
Theorem. Suppose that G contains no pseudo-reﬂection (of any kind).
(1) If S(V )G is Gorenstein, then G ⊂ SL(V ).
(2) If G ⊂ SL(V ) then the Cohen–Macaulay locus of S(V )G coincides
with its Gorenstein locus. In particular if S(V )G is Cohen–Macaulay
then it is also Gorenstein.
This extends well-known results of K. Watanabe in case (char F ,
|G|) = 1. It also conﬁrms a special case of a conjecture due
to G. Kemper, E. Körding, G. Malle, B.H. Matzat, D. Vogel and
G. Wiese. A similar extension is given to D. Benson’s theorem
about the Gorenstein property of (S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ))G , the polynomial
tensor exterior algebra invariants. Our proof uses non-commutative
algebra methods in an essential way.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let F be a ﬁeld, V a ﬁnite dimensional F -vector space of dimension n and S(V ) the symmetric
algebra of V . Let G be a ﬁnite subgroup of GL(V ). We denote by S(V )G the subring of G-invariants.
Recall that g ∈ G is called a pseudo-reﬂection if rank(g − Id) = 1. If (|G|, char F ) = 1 then every
pseudo-reﬂection is diagonalizable, with one’s on all but one diagonal entry. If (|G|, char F ) > 1,
then a new type of pseudo-reﬂection, called transvection, may arise, having the additional property
Image(g − Id) ⊆ ker(g − Id). The following is a well-known result of K. Watanabe [30] and [31]:
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(1) S(V )G is Gorenstein if G ⊂ SL(V ).
(2) Conversely, suppose that G contains no pseudo-reﬂection and S(V )G is Gorenstein. Then G ⊂ SL(V ).
It is natural to ask whether a modular version of this theorem exists, namely when char F di-
vides |G|. An obvious obstacle is that S(V )G need not be Cohen–Macaulay in this case [4]. Still,
suppose that S(V )G is Cohen–Macaulay, then a version of the above in the modular case, will be of
interest.
One of our goals is to establish such a version. The following is a key result.
Theorem A. Let V be a ﬁnite dimensional F -vector space over a ﬁeld F of arbitrary characteristic. Let
G ⊂ GL(V ) be a ﬁnite group. Suppose that G contains no pseudo-reﬂection (neither diagonalizable nor
transvection). Let C ⊆ S(V )G be a homogeneous polynomial subring such that S(V )G/C is a ﬁnite extension.
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) G ⊂ SL(V ),
(2) S(V )G ∼= HomC (S(V )G ,C).
Let χ be a property of commutative rings. We call {q ∈ Spec A | χ holds for Aq} the χ -locus of A.
It is known [25, p. 189, 24.2, 24.3] that the Cohen–Macaulay and Gorenstein loci are open sets of
spec A (if A is e.g. aﬃne).
As a consequence of the previous theorem we obtain the following two results that can be con-
sidered as modular versions of Watanabe’s theorem.
Theorem B. Let G ⊂ SL(V ) be a ﬁnite group which contains no transvections. Then, the Cohen–Macaulay
locus of S(V )G coincides with its Gorenstein locus. In particular, if S(V )G is Cohen–Macaulay then it is also
Gorenstein.
Theorem C. Suppose G ⊂ GL(V ) is a ﬁnite group with no pseudo-reﬂection (of any type) and S(V )G is Goren-
stein. Then G ⊂ SL(V ).
Theorem B conﬁrms a special case of [22, Conjecture 5]. In fact, the conjecture of G. Kemper et al.
suggests that S(V )G is Gorenstein provided it is Cohen–Macaulay, without the above assumption on
transvections. This is highly interesting, even more so since its natural analog to (S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ))G is
false, as seen in Example 3.13
Our methods for proving the previous results differ from the ones used in the non-modular case.
Non-commutative constructs and methods related to Calabi–Yau algebras are used in an essential way
(see e.g. [5,6,18]). A key point is the computation of “the” Nakayama automorphism of the skew group
ring S(V ) ∗ G . For this, a lifting from a suitable ﬁnite dimensional Frobenius homomorphic image is
employed. A somewhat similar method, in the presence of a PBW basis, is used in [14] and [6]. As a
consequence a criterion for the C-symmetry property of S(V ) ∗ G is established where C is the above
polynomial subring of S(V )G . The C-symmetry of S(V ) ∗ G is then translated, using a result of [17],
into the relevant properties of S(V )G and G .
Let Λ(V ) denote the exterior algebra on V (assuming char F = 2). Similar arguments provide the
following generalization of a theorem of D. Benson [2, Theorem 5.3.2].
Theorem D. Suppose that G ⊂ GL(V ) contains no transvections. If (S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ))G is Cohen–Macaulay
then it is also Gorenstein. More generally, the Cohen–Macaulay locus of (S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ))G coincides with its
Gorenstein locus.
Attention is given to various possible deﬁnitions of Gorenstein, for this non-commutative ring. In
fact this result can be improved if dimF V is odd. We show in Theorem 3.9, that (S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ))G is
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Macaulay). This already improves [2, Theorem 5.3.2] in the non-modular case. We also demonstrate,
by Example 3.13, the necessity of the assumption on G .
Theorem D resembles similar results due to Benson and Carlson [3, Theorem 1.1] and Green-
lees and Lyubeznik [15, Lemma 7.1, Proposition 6.1], on H∗(G, F ), the cohomology ring of a ﬁnite
group G acting trivially on a ﬁeld F . We carry this analogy somewhat further by showing in Propo-
sition 3.14, that (S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ))G is generically Gorenstein, provided G has no transvections (see
[15, Corollary 7.4(1)] for the corresponding result for H∗(G, F )).
The next result is an application in a different direction. It is a consequence of Theorem A and a
theorem of G. Evans and P. Griﬃth [11]. Recall that the embedding dimension of S(V )G , is given by
e.dim S(V )G ≡ dimF m/m2, where m is the unique graded maximal ideal of S(V )G . It can be easily
seen that it is also the minimal number of algebra generators of S(V )G .
Proposition E. Let G ⊂ SL(V ) be a ﬁnite group with no pseudo-reﬂection. Suppose that e.dim S(V )G 
dimF V + 2. Then S(V )G is a complete intersection.
2. Polynomial invariants
We shall assume throughout this paper that G ⊂ GL(V ) is a ﬁnite group, where V is an n-
dimensional F -vector space. Let S(V ) = F⊕i1 V i , be the symmetric algebra of V . This is a polyno-
mial ring in n variables (any ﬁxed basis of V over F will do). We can choose, by Noether normaliza-
tion theorem, a polynomial subring C = F [ f1, . . . , fn] of S(V )G generated by homogeneous elements
such that S(V )G/C is a ﬁnite extension. We denote ki ≡ deg( f i), for i = 1, . . . ,n.
Let m ≡ ( f1, . . . , fn) be the unique homogeneous maximal ideal of C and
S(V ) ≡ S(V )/mS(V ) ≡ F
⊕
i1
S(V )i .
Lemma 2.1. Retaining all the above notations we have:
(1) dimF S(V )d = 1, where d =∑ni=1(ki − 1),
(2) S(V )i = 0, for i > d,
(3) for each 0 = a ∈ S(V )i , there exists b ∈ S(V )d−i such that ab = uα, where 0 = u ∈ F and α is a ﬁxed
basis element of S(V )d.
Proof. Items (1) and (2) are fairly standard, and can be found e.g. in [27, Proposition 3.3.2]. Namely,
the Poincaré polynomial of S(V ) is given by
P
(
S(V ), t
)= n∏
i=1
(
1− tki )/(1− t) = n∏
i=1
(
1+ t + · · · + tki−1).
This shows that in S(V ), there is no non-zero term with degree exceeding d, and that
dimF S(V )d = 1.
Item (3) is proven in [27, Theorem 5.4.1], and can also be deduced from the fact that S(V ) is a
graded Artinian commutative Gorenstein ring. 
Notation 2.2. Let a1 = 1, . . . ,ar = α˜ be a collection of homogeneous elements in S(V ), so that their
images a1 = 1, . . . ,ar = α, form a basis of S(V ) over F . We clearly have deg(ai) = deg(ai) for i =
1, . . . , r and we order them via deg(ai)  deg(ai+1) for i = 1, . . . , r − 1. In particular deg(ai) < d =
deg(α˜) for i < r.
Using the graded Nakayama Lemma, we conclude that {a1, . . . ,ar} is a free basis of S(V ) over C .
Consequently {aih | i = 1, . . . , r, h ∈ G} form a free basis of the skew group ring R ≡ S(V ) ∗ G over C .
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(char F , |G|) = 1 is not needed. Since the proof in [2, p. 59] is somewhat terse, we supply more
details.
Lemma 2.3. Let G, S(V ) be as above. Fix α so that S(V )d = Fα. Then g(α) = det−1(g)α, for each g ∈ G.
Proof. Since S(V )d = Fα is 1-dimensional then g(α) = λ(g)α, where λ ∈ Hom(G, F  0) is a group
homomorphism (a rational character in another terminology). We have to show that λ = det−1.
We ﬁrstly deal with the case where g is diagonalizable. Clearly we may extend F to be alge-
braically closed. Also since S(V )d does not change if we alter the basis of V , we may therefore
assume that V has a basis on which g acts diagonally by eigenvalues {λ1, . . . , λn} (not necessarily
distinct). Denote by Tr(g, S(V ) j) the trace of g on S(V ) j and similarly let Tr(g, S(V ) j) be the trace
of g on (S(V )/mS(V )) j ≡ S(V ) j .
By Notation 2.2, S(V ) has a free basis {a1, . . . ,ar} over C , whose set of images {a1, . . . ,ar} forms
a basis of S(V ) = S(V )/mS(V ) over F .
Consequently there is a C-module isomorphism:
C ⊗F S(V ) ∼= S(V ). (2.1)
Alternatively one can use [27, Theorem 5.5.1] to deduce (2.1). Consequently we have,
j⊕
l=0
Cl ⊗ S(V ) j−l ∼= S(V ) j, as F -vector spaces as well as G-modules. (2.2)
Now by assumption g acts diagonally on V and therefore acts by scalar multiplication on each mono-
mial element of S(V ) j = V j . Consequently we can take such a monomial basis of S(V ) j and get by
(2.2), since g acts trivially on Cl , that:
j∑
l=0
(dimF Cl)Tr
(
g, S(V ) j−l
)= Tr(g, S(V ) j).
Therefore,
( ∞∑
l=0
tl dimCl
)( ∞∑
j=0
t j Tr
(
g, S(V ) j
))= ∞∑
j=0
t j Tr
(
g, S(V ) j
)
.
We have by [27, 3.1, p. 46]
∑∞
l=0 tl dimF Cl =
∏n
i=1 1/1− tki . We therefore get
∞∑
j=0
t j Tr
(
g, S(V ) j
)= n∏
i=1
(
1− tki ) ∞∑
j=0
t j Tr
(
g, S(V ) j
)
.
Now by either [7, Proof of Theorem 6.4.8, p. 284] or [2, Proposition 2.5.1] we have that
∞∑
j=0
t j Tr
(
g, S(V ) j
)= n∏
i=1
1/(1− λit).
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∞∑
j=0
t j Tr
(
g, S(V ) j
) n∏
i=1
(1− λit) =
n∏
i=1
(
1− tki ).
Now, by equating the coeﬃcient of t
∑n
i=1 ki at both ends, we get λ(g)
∏n
i=1 λi = 1, that is λ(g) =
det−1(g).
Now, if char F = 0 then each g ∈ G is diagonalizable and the previous argument provides the
required result. Suppose next that char F = p > 0. We have gprk = 1 with (k, p) = 1. Then gpr ≡ h
is diagonalizable and by the previous argument λ(h) = det−1(h). Consequently λ(g)pr = (det−1(g))pr
and therefore λ(g) = det−1(g). 
Remark 2.4. Let α˜ ∈ S(V )d be a homogeneous preimage of α. Then we cannot prove the equality
g(α˜) = det−1(g)α˜. This fact is an easy consequence, in the non-modular case, of the diagonal action
of g in S(V )d .
Remark 2.5. Let R and C be as above. Then HomC (R,C) is endowed with the following R-bimodule
structure: r. f .t(x) = f (txr), for each r, t, x ∈ R and f ∈ HomC (R,C).
Deﬁnition 2.6. We retain all the notations of 2.2. Let φ ∈ HomC (R,C) be deﬁned by
φ(aih) =
{
0, if i < r or h = 1G ,
1, if i = r and h = 1G , and φ is extended to R via C-linearity.
Let φ ∈ HomF (R/mR, F ) be the induced map, namely φ(r) = φ(r) ∈ C/m = F , where r = r +mR . Then
clearly,
φ(aih) =
{
0, if i < r or h = 1G ,
1, if i = r and h = 1G .
Corollary 2.7. It is an immediate consequence of Deﬁnition 2.6 that the following hold:
(1) φ(S(V )h) = 0= φ(S(V )h), if h = 1G ,
(2) φ(S(V ) j g) = 0= φ(S(V ) j g), if j < d and g ∈ G.
Remark 2.8. It is easily checked that φ is a homogeneous element, of degree −d, in the Z-graded
C-module HomC (R,C) and consequently R.φ is a graded sub-module.
Lemma 2.9. Set R ≡ R/mR = S(V ) ∗ G. Then HomF (R, F ) = R.φ .
Proof. Since dimF R = dimF HomF (R, F ) we only have to show that the left R-module map: r → r.φ,
for each r ∈ R , is injective.
Let 0 = r =∑h∈G∑di=0 si,hh, where si,h ∈ S(V )i . Suppose that s j,g = 0 for some j  d and g ∈ G .
Then by Lemma 2.1(3), there exists t ∈ S(V )d− j with ts j,g = uα, where 0 = u ∈ F . Consequently:
r.φ
(
g−1t
)= φ(g−1tr)=∑
h =g
d∑
i=1
φ
(
g−1tsi,hh
)+ d∑
i=1
φ
(
g−1tsi,g g
)= d∑
i=1
φ
(
g−1tsi,g g
)
, (2.3)
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φ
(
g−1S(V )h
)= φ(S(V )g−1h)= 0 if h = g.
Now, if i = j, then tsi,g is not in S(V )d , thus g−1(tsi,g s) ∈ S(V )k with k < d and consequently it is in∑r−1
l=1 Cal . Therefore
φ
(
g−1tsi,g g
)= φ(g−1(tsi,g)g−1g) ∈ φ
(
r−1∑
l=1
Cal
)
= 0, if i = j.
Consequently, the only non-zero term in the right-hand side of (2.3) occurs if i = j and we have:
r.φ
(
g−1t
)= φ(g−1ts j,g g)= φ(g−1(ts j,g)g−1g)= φ(g−1(uα))
= u det−1(g−1)φ(α) = u det(g) = 0,
where the second to the last equality is provided by Lemma 2.1. 
Corollary 2.10. HomC (R,C) = R.φ and R ∼= R.φ , as left R-modules.
Proof. R is a ﬁnitely generated free C-module and consequently:
HomC (R,C)/mHomC (R,C) ∼= HomC/m(R/mR,C/m) = R.φ, (2.4)
where the last equality is due to Lemma 2.9. Therefore:
HomC (R,C) = R.φ +mHomC (R,C). (2.5)
Now R = S(V ) ∗ G = FG⊕i1 V iG , is an N-graded ring with grading which extends and is com-
patible with the natural one on S(V ) = F⊕i1 V i and on C . Consequently R is a ﬁnitely generated
N-graded C-module and HomC (R,C) is a ﬁnitely generated Z-graded C-module. Also by its very
deﬁnition φ is a graded C-homomorphism with deg(φ) = −d, implying that both HomC (R,C) and
R.φ are ﬁnitely generated graded C-module with ﬁnitely many non-zero negative components. Thus
the N-graded Nakayama Lemma (e.g. [26, Lemma 3.3.5]) and Eq. (2.5) imply the required equality
HomC (R,C) = R.φ. Finally, the map r → r.φ for r ∈ R , is an onto R-module map between the two
ﬁnitely generated free C-modules of equal rank, R and R.φ = HomC (R,C). Therefore by a standard
result (e.g. [28, Exercise 1.14.6, p. 7]) this map is an isomorphism. 
Proposition 2.11.We retain all the notations from Deﬁnition 2.6 and on.
Then, g.φ = det(g)φ.g for each g ∈ G and s.φ = φ.s for each s ∈ S(V ).
Proof. By Corollary 2.7(1) we have that g.φ(S(V )h) = 0 = g.φ(S(V )h), if h = g−1. Using gS(V ) =
S(V )g , gS(V ) = S(V )g , as well as Corollary 2.7(1), one also has φ.g(S(V )h) = 0 = φ.g(S(V )h), if
h = g−1. Consequently,(
g.φ − det(g)φ.g)(aih) = 0= (g.φ − det(g)φ.g)(aih), for i = 1, . . . , r and h = g−1. (2.6)
Similarly, by using Corollary 2.7(2) we have for j < d and g ∈ G that,
g.φ
(
S(V ) j g
−1)= 0= g.φ(S(V ) j g−1),
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φ.g
(
S(V ) j g
−1)= 0= φ.g(S(V ) j g−1).
Consequently, since ai ∈⊕d−1j=1 S(V ) j , if i < r, we get:(
g.φ − det(g)φ.g)(ai g−1)= 0= (g.φ − det(g)φ.g)(ai g−1), if i < r. (2.7)
By Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), one sees that g.φ − det(g)φg = 0, provided it vanishes on the remaining basis
element αg−1 = ar g−1. Indeed,(
g.φ − det(g)φ.g)(αg−1)= φ(αg−1g)− det(g)φ(gαg−1)
= φ(α) − det(g)φ(g(α)gg−1)= φ(α) − det(g)det−1(g)φ(α) = 0,
where the ﬁrst equality follows Remark 2.5, the second one follows from the product in R and the
third equality follows from Lemma 2.3. Consequently, using isomorphism (2.4) we have:
T (g) = g.φ − det(g)φ.g ∈mHomC (R,C) for each g ∈ G. (2.8)
Now, by Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) we have:
T (g)(aih) = 0, for i = 1, . . . , r and h = g−1, as well as T (g)(ai g−1) = 0, if i < r.
Consequently, in order to get T (g) = 0, it has to vanish on α˜g−1, the remaining basis element of
S(V ) ∗ G over C . We have,
T (g)
(
α˜g−1
)= (g.φ)(α˜g−1)− det(g)(φ.g)(α˜g−1)= φ(α˜) − det(g)φ(gα˜g−1)
= φ(α˜) − det(g)φ(g(α˜)gg−1)= 1− det(g)φ(g(α˜)). (2.9)
Now g(α˜) ∈ S(V )d and hence g(α˜) =∑ri=1 ciai with ci ∈ C . So by degree arguments deg(ci) +
deg(ai) = deg(g(α˜)) = deg(α˜) = d. Consequently cr ∈ F , and since deg(ai) < deg(α˜) if i < r, φ(g(α˜)) =
crφ(α˜) = cr . Hence (2.9) reduces to T (g)(α˜g−1) = 1−det(g)cr ∈ F . Now by Eq. (2.8), T (g)(α˜g−1) ∈m,
and consequently T (g)(α˜g−1) = 0.
All in all g.φ − det(g)φ.g ≡ T (g) = 0 for each g ∈ G , and the ﬁrst part of Proposition 2.11 is
veriﬁed.
We next observe that for s,b ∈ S(V ):
(s.φ)(bh) = φ(bhs) = φ(bh(s)h)= 0, if h = 1G .
Similarly:
(φ.s)(bh) = φ(sbh) = 0, if h = 1G .
Also, if h = 1G we have:
(s.φ)(b) = φ(bs) = φ(sb) = (φ.s)(b).
All in all s.φ = φ.s for each s ∈ S(V ). 
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The next deﬁnitions provide the necessary details regarding the notions of Nakayama automor-
phism and free Frobenius extensions. For a fuller account see [20] or [6, Section 2.2].
Deﬁnition 2.13. Let T be a ring and C a central subdomain so that T is a ﬁnitely generated free C-
module. As in Remark 2.5, HomC (T ,C) is endowed with a T -bimodule structure. We say that T is a
free Frobenius extension of C if HomC (T ,C) = T . f , for some f ∈ HomC (T ,C).
Deﬁnition and Remark 2.14.
(1) Let T be a free Frobenius extension of C . Then T and HomC (T ,C) = T . f are both ﬁnitely gener-
ated free C-modules of the same rank and by [28, p. 7], l − annT f = 0. Consequently f induces
a Nakayama automorphism ν f of T via f .r = ν f (r). f , for each r ∈ T .
(2) Suppose in addition that HomC (T ,C) = T .h. Then u. f = h, f = w.h with u,w ∈ T . Hence
w = u−1. We next claim that νh(r) = uν f (r)u−1, for each r ∈ T . To see this we observe that
for r ∈ T we have:
uν f (r). f = u. f .r = h.r = νh(r).h = νh(r)u. f .
So since l − annT f = 0, we get the desired equality.
(3) Corollary 2.10 and Proposition 2.11 actually show that R is a free Frobenius extension of C , with
νφ(g) = det−1(g)g for each g ∈ G and νφ(s) = s for each s ∈ S(V ).
(4) The method used in Proposition 2.11 amounts to performing a lifting from the F -ﬁnite dimen-
sional Frobenius homomorphic image R . This idea was employed in [14] and [6].
Deﬁnition 2.15. Let A be a ring which is a ﬁnitely generated module over a central subring C . We say
that A is a symmetric C-algebra if HomC (A,C) ∼= A as A-bimodules. Equivalently HomC (A,C) = A. f ,
with r. f = f .r for each r ∈ A.
Remark 2.16. The notion of C-symmetry is extensively dealt with in [5,6,18], being a key one in the
context of Calabi–Yau algebras.
For our purpose we will need the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.17. (See [18, p. 8].) Let A be a ring which is a ﬁnitely generated C-module, with C being
a central subring of A. Assume also that A is C-reﬂexive, that is HomC (HomC (A,C),C) ∼= A. Let M be
a ﬁnitely generated left A-module which is C-reﬂexive. We say that M is a height one projective if
Mp is a projective Ap-module, for each height one prime ideal p in C .
The following result is well known.
Lemma 2.18. (See [2, Lemma 3.4].) Let C be a normal domain and M is a ﬁnitely generated torsion-free
C-module. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) M is C-reﬂexive,
(2)
⋂
p Mp = M, where p runs on all height one prime ideals of C .
The following result of O. Iyama is of importance to us.
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ﬂexive C-module and M a ﬁnitely generated height one projective left A-module. Then EndAM is C-symmetric
if A is C-symmetric.
For our next couple of applications we recall the following:
Let S be an integral domain and G a ﬁnite group of automorphism of S . Let B = SG .
The next result is classical see e.g. [9, Theorem 7.1, p. 72, Proposition 1.2, p. 30].
Proposition 2.20. The following are equivalent:
(1) S is a ﬁnitely generated projective B-module and μ : S ∗ G → EndB S is a ring isomorphism, where μ is
the natural map.
(2) S is a separable B-algebra, that is, S is a projective S ⊗B S-module.
(3) For each maximal ideal m of S and each 1 = g ∈ G, there exists s ∈ S such that g(s) − s is not in m.
(4) Sn/nSn is a ﬁnite dimensional separable B/n-algebra, for each maximal ideal n of B.
Deﬁnition 2.21. S is called a Galois extension of B (with Galois group G) if one of the equivalent
conditions of Proposition 2.20 holds.
Remark 2.22. The next result is a consequence of [2, Lemma 3.9.1]. More accurately, G ⊂ GL(V ) has
no pseudo-reﬂection if and only if G ⊂ GL(V ∗) has no pseudo-reﬂection, where V ∗ is the dual vector
space of V . Therefore, the results of [2, Lemma 3.9.1] can be applied to S(V ) = F [V ∗], the ring of
polynomial functions on V ∗ , in order to conclude, in the absence of pseudo-reﬂections, that inertial
subgroups are trivial.
Lemma 2.23. Let G ⊂ GL(V ) be a ﬁnite group. Suppose that G contains no pseudo-reﬂection (of any kind).
Then the extension S(V )/S(V )G is Galois in co-dimension one.
Proof. Let p be a height one prime ideal in S(V )G , and P be a height one prime ideal in S(V )
satisfying P ∩ S(V )G = p. Suppose that the inertia subgroup Gt ≡ {g ∈ Stabilizer(P ) | g(x) − x ∈ P ,
for each x ∈ S(V )} is not trivial. Then [2, Lemma 3.9.1] and its argument (see also Remark 2.22)
show the existence of a non-trivial pseudo-reﬂection. Thus Gt = {1G }. Equivalently for each 1 =
g ∈ Stabilizer(P ), there exists s ∈ S(V ) so that g(s) − s is not in P . Now if g is not in Stabilizer(P )
then clearly g(s) − s is not in P for some s ∈ P . Hence the extension S(V )p/S(V )Gp satisﬁes Proposi-
tion 2.20(3) and therefore S(V )p/S(V )Gp is a Galois extension. 
Corollary 2.24. Suppose that G ⊂ GL(V ) contains no pseudo-reﬂection (of any kind). Let C ⊆ S(V )G be a
polynomial subring with S(V )G/C being a ﬁnite extension. Let R ≡ S(V ) ∗ G. Then:
(1) Rp is a trivial Azumaya algebra, for each height one prime ideal p in C ,
(2) S(V ) ∗ G ∼= EndS(V )G S(V ),
(3) S(V ) is a height one projective left R-module.
Proof. By assumption and Lemma 2.23, the extension S(V )p/S(V )Gp is a Galois extension for each
height one prime p in C (the shift from height one primes in S(V )G to ones in C is granted by the
Going Down property between S(V )G and C ). Consequently, by Proposition 2.20,
Rp = S(V )p ∗ G ∼= EndS(V )G S(V )p .p
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G
p -module and (1) is
therefore established.
Let μ : R = S(V )∗G → EndS(V )G S(V ), be the natural ring homomorphism. We next observe that μ
is injective. Let a ∈ kerμ. The above isomorphism Rp ∼= EndS(V )Gp S(V )p is induced from μ, and hence
aδ = 0, for some δ ∈ C − p. By the freeness property of R over C we get a = 0, and μ is injective.
Now R is a ﬁnitely generated free C-module, so in particular it is C-reﬂexive and by Lemma 2.18
R =⋂ht(p)=1 Rp . Therefore μ(R) =⋂p μ(R)p and since μ(R)p = μ(Rp) = EndS(V )Gp S(V )p , we get that
μ(R) =⋂p EndS(V )Gp S(V )p ⊇ EndS(V )G S(V ). Since the reverse inclusion is obvious, (2) is established.
Finally S(V )p is a ﬁnitely generated projective S(V )Gp -module and S(V )
G
p is the center of the
Azumaya algebra Rp ∼= EndS(V )Gp (S(V )p). Therefore by the lifting property of Azumaya algebras (e.g.
[9, Proposition 2.3, p. 48]), S(V )p is a ﬁnitely generated projective Rp-module. This settles (3). 
We shall now prove Theorem A of the introduction.
Theorem 2.25. Suppose that G ⊂ GL(V ) contains no pseudo-reﬂection of any kind. Let C be a graded polyno-
mial subring with S(V )G/C being a ﬁnite extension. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) G ⊂ SL(V ),
(2) S(V )G is a symmetric C-algebra.
Proof. Suppose ﬁrstly that G ⊂ SL(V ). Then, by Corollary 2.10 and Proposition 2.11, νφ = Id, that
is r.φ = φ.r for each r ∈ R ≡ S(V ) ∗ G , where HomC (R,C) = R.φ. Consequently R is a symmetric
C-algebra, and by Corollary 2.24(2) EndS(V )G S(V ) is a symmetric C-algebra as well. Now by Corol-
lary 2.24(3) S(V ) is a height one projective EndS(V )G S(V ) = μ(R)-module. Thus by Lemma 2.19
Endμ(R)S(V ) is C-symmetric. But clearly Endμ(R)S(V ) = S(V )G and so S(V )G is a symmetric C-algebra
and (2) is established.
Suppose next that (2) holds. By the no pseudo-reﬂection assumption and Corollary 2.24(2) we
have S(V ) ∗ G ∼= EndS(V )G S(V ). Now the fact that S(V ) is a height one projective S(V )G -module is
deduced from the Dedekind property of S(V )Gp and the ﬁniteness of S(V )p over S(V )
G
p , for each
height one prime ideal p in C . Therefore by Lemma 2.19 R = S(V )∗ G ∼= EndS(V )G S(V ) is a symmetric
C-algebra. That is, HomC (R,C) = R. f with ν f = Id. Now by Corollary 2.10 HomC (R,C) = R.φ, and by
Deﬁnition 2.14(2) ν f and νφ differ by an automorphism which is induced by an invertible element
u ∈ R . That is, νφ(r) = uru−1 for each r ∈ R . Also by Deﬁnition 2.14(3), νφ(s) = s for each s ∈ S(V ).
Consequently us = su for each s ∈ S(V ) and therefore uy = yu, for each y ∈ Q (S(V )). Thus u is in
the centralizer of Q (S(V )) in Q (S(V )) ∗ G ∼= EndQ (S(V ))G Q (S(V )). Now
[
Q
(
S(V )
) : Q (S(V ))G]2 = |G|2 = [(Q (S(V )) ∗ G) : Q (S(V ))G],
implies by [16, p. 105, 3-rd paragraph], that Q (S(V )) is a maximal commutative subalgebra of
EndQ (S(V ))G Q (S(V )), thus showing that u ∈ Q (S(V )). Therefore u−1,u ∈ R ∩ Q (S(V )) = S(V ), and
hence u ∈ F . Therefore νφ = Id. Finally for each g ∈ G we have g = Id(g) = νφ(g) = det(g)−1g and so
det(g) = 1, as required.
Here is a more direct way to conclude the proof of this implication. Recall that R = S(V ) ∗ G
is an N-graded ring with FG being its 0-component and V iG , its i-th component for each i ∈ N.
Let u =∑i0 ui,u−1 =∑i0 wi , where ui,wi ∈ V iG , for each i. Then 1 = uu−1 = u0w0 + t , where
t ∈ ∑i1 V iG , forcing t = 0, and u−10 = w0. Moreover det−1(g)g = ugu−1 = u0gu−10 + s, where
s ∈∑i1 V iG . Again s = 0 and det−1(g)g = u0gu−10 , for each g ∈ G . Set r ≡ |G|/|CG(g)| and let
{h1, . . . ,hr} be a complete set of cosets representatives of G/CG (g). Then {h1gh−11 , . . . ,hr gh−1r } is a
set of distinct r elements in G implying that c =∑ri=1 hi gh−1i = 0. It is easily checked that c ∈ Z(FG),
the center of FG . Consequently,
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r∑
i=1
(
u0hiu
−1
0
)(
u0gu
−1
0
)(
u0h
−1
i u
−1
0
)
=
r∑
i=1
(
det−1(hi)hi
)(
det−1(g)g
)(
det(hi)h
−1
i
)= det−1(g)( r∑
i=1
hi gh
−1
i
)
= det−1(g)c.
Hence det(g) = 1, for every g ∈ G . 
We next prove Theorem C.
Theorem 2.26. Let G ⊂ GL(V ) be a ﬁnite group which contains no pseudo-reﬂection of any kind. Suppose that
S(V )G is Gorenstein. Then G ⊂ SL(V ).
Proof. By Noether normalization there exists a polynomial subring C , with homogeneous generators,
such that S(V )G is a ﬁnitely generated C-module. Therefore by [7, Propositions 3.6.11 and 3.6.12]
S(V )G ∼= HomC (S(V )G ,C). The required conclusion follows now from Theorem 2.25. 
Our next result is Theorem B.
Theorem 2.27. Let G ⊂ SL(V ) be a ﬁnite group which contains no transvections. Let q be a prime ideal in
S(V )G . Then S(V )Gq is Gorenstein if it is Cohen–Macaulay.
Proof. Let C be chosen as in Theorem 2.25. Let p = q ∩ C and let q = q1, . . . ,qt be all the prime
ideals in S(V )G lying above p. By Going Down K .dimCp = K .dim S(V )Gq and consequently K .dim Ĉp =
K .dim Ŝ(V )
G
q where Ŝ(V )
G
q ≡ A, is the qq-adic completion of S(V )Gq and Ĉ p is the pp-adic completion
of Cp . Moreover Ĉ p and A are both normal domains. Now by [25, Theorems 8.7 and 8.15] we have:
S(V )G ⊗C Ĉ p = S(V )Gp ⊗Cp Ĉ p ∼= lim←i S(V )
G
p /p
i
p S(V )
G
p
∼= lim←i S(V )
G
q1/q
i
1q1
⊕ · · · ⊕ lim
←i
S(V )Gqt/q
i
tqt
.
Also by Theorem 2.25 HomC (S(V )G ,C) ∼= S(V )G and since Ĉ p is ﬂat over C we have by [23, Lem-
ma 4.1] that HomĈp (S(V )
G ⊗C Ĉ p, Ĉ p) ∼= S(V )G ⊗C Ĉ p . This combined with the previous series of
isomorphisms for S(V )G ⊗C Ĉ p and the fact that A is a direct summand of S(V )G ⊗C Ĉ p yields
HomCp (A, Ĉ p) ∼= A (see the proof of [5, Proposition 2.6] for more details). Moreover, since S(V )G ⊗C Ĉ p
is a ﬁnite Ĉ p-module, the same holds for A. Now, since A is Cohen–Macaulay then by [7, Theo-
rem 3.37(b)] wA ∼= HomĈp (A, Ĉ p), where wA is the dualizing module of A. Therefore wA ∼= A and
by [7, Theorem 3.37(a)] A ≡ Ŝ(V )Gq is Gorenstein. Finally this implies by [7, Proposition 3.1.19(c)] that
S(V )Gq is Gorenstein. 
The next special case is worth recording.
Corollary 2.28. Let G ⊂ SL(3, F ) be a ﬁnite group with no transvections. Then S(V )G is Gorenstein.
Proof. By assumption G has no pseudo-reﬂection. Also by [27, Proposition 5.6.10] S(V )G is Cohen–
Macaulay. Consequently by Theorem 2.27, S(V )G is Gorenstein. 
The next result is needed in the proof of Proposition E. It implies that a natural candidate is
isomorphic to the dualizing module. The result is standard for Cohen–Macaulay rings, but seemingly
new for non-Cohen–Macaulay rings.
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ring R with K .dim R = l. Then there exist polynomial rings C , C ′ with C ⊂ A and C ′ ⊆ R satisfying:
(1) A/C and R/C ′ are ﬁnite extensions,
(2) C is a homomorphic image of C ′ (induced from the homomorphism between R and A),
(3) Extl−dRp′ (Ap, Rp′ )
∼= HomCp (Ap,Cp), where p is any maximal ideal in C and p′ is its preimage in C ′ .
Moreover, suppose that A is N-graded and the onto homomorphism from R to A sends the generators of R to
the homogeneous generators of A. Then C can be chosen as being generated by homogeneous elements (with
respect to the grading of A) and the same holds for C ′ (with respect to R).
Proof. Let P be the prime ideal in R satisfying R/P ∼= A. By Nagata’s version of Noether normalization
[10, Theorem 13.3] there exists C ′ = F [a1, . . . ,al], a polynomial subring of R , such that P ∩ C ′ =
(a1, . . . ,al−d) and R/C ′ is a ﬁnite extension.
Let I ≡ a1R +· · ·+al−dR , B ≡ R/I and C ≡ C ′/(a1, . . . ,al−d). Then (a1, . . . ,al−d) ⊆ I ∩ C ′ ⊆ P ∩ C ′ =
(a1, . . . ,al−d), implying that C ⊆ B as well as C ⊆ R/P = A.
It is also clear that A/C and B/C are ﬁnite extensions. Consequently K .dimC = K .dim A = d and
since C is generated by d elements over F we conclude that C is a polynomial ring. Now R is a
ﬁnitely generated free C ′-module. Consequently since a1, . . . ,al−d is part of a regular sequence in R
we get that B is a complete intersection ring and in particular it is a Gorenstein ring.
Again since a1, . . . ,al−d is part of regular sequence in R , we get by [19, Theorem 130] that
I = a1R + · · · + al−dR is grade-unmixed (meaning that all associated primes of I have grade l − d).
Consequently since R is Cohen–Macaulay, then by [19, Theorem 136] each such associated prime has
height l−d, and by [19, Theorem 137] every such associated prime is minimal over I . Therefore by the
catenarity of R we get that B = R/I is equidimensional with K .dim B = d. Therefore Bp is also equidi-
mensional. Consequently by [5, Proposition 2.6] we get the symmetry condition HomCp (Bp,Cp) ∼= Bp .
Observe that a1, . . . ,al−d is a regular sequence in Rp′ , and since it is contained in P p′ we get by Rees’
theorem [19, Appendix 3.1, p. 101] that:
Extl−dRp′ (Ap, Rp′)
∼= Extl−dRp′ (Rp′/P p′ , Rp′) ∼= HomRp′ (Rp′/P p′ , Rp′/I p′) ∼= HomBp (Ap, Bp),
where the last isomorphism is due to I p′ ⊆ P p′ ⊆ Ann Ap .
Finally (3) will follow once we show that HomBp (Ap, Bp) ∼= HomCp (Ap,Cp). This is a consequence
of the following sequence of isomorphisms:
HomBp (Ap, Bp) ∼= HomBp
(
Ap,HomCp (Bp,Cp)
)∼= HomCp (Ap ⊗Bp Bp,Cp) ∼= HomCp (Ap,Cp),
where in the ﬁrst isomorphism we used the above symmetry condition and the second one is the
standard adjoint isomorphism.
The homogeneous version of Lemma 2.29 also follows, with the same proof, by using the homo-
geneous version of Nagata’s Noether normalization [10, Theorem 13.3]. 
The next result is instrumental in the proof of Proposition E.
Theorem 2.30. (See [11, Theorem 4.7].) Let R be a regular local commutative ring. Let A be a local domain
which is a homomorphic image of R. Suppose:
(1) dim R − dim A = 2,
(2) Ext2R(A, R) is a cyclic A-module.
Then A is a complete intersection ring.
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G. Evans and P. Griﬃth. Recall that K .dim S(V )G denotes the classical Krull dimension of S(V )G and
it also equals to K .dim S(V ) = dimF V .
Proposition 2.31. Let G ⊂ SL(V ) be a ﬁnite group with no pseudo-reﬂection. Suppose that e.dim S(V )G 
K .dim S(V )G + 2. Then S(V )G is a complete intersection.
Proof. By standard results (e.g. [21, Lemma 2.9]), we may dispose of the strict inequality case. Sup-
pose therefore that e.dim S(V )G = K .dim S(V )G + 2. Let m be the unique maximal graded ideal of
S(V )G . Let R be a polynomial ring in dimF V + 2 generators which map onto the homogeneous gen-
erators of S(V )G . Choose, as in Lemma 2.29, C ⊂ S(V )G , C ′ ⊂ R , graded polynomial subrings, with p
the unique graded maximal ideal of C and p′ its unique graded preimage in C ′ . Since m is the unique
prime ideal in S(V )G which lies over p, we have S(V )Gm = S(V )Gp . Then,
e.dim S(V )Gp = e.dim S(V )G = K .dim S(V )G + 2= K .dim S(V )Gp + 2,
where the ﬁrst equality is by [21, Lemma 2.3], the second equality is already assumed above and the
third equality is standard.
Now, since taking Hom commutes with central localization on ﬁnitely generated modules (e.g. [29,
Theorem 3.84]), Theorem A implies that HomCp (S(V )
G
p ,Cp) is a cyclic S(V )
G
p = S(V )Gm-module. Also
by Lemma 2.29(3), HomCp (S(V )
G
p ,Cp) is isomorphic to Ext
2
Rp′ (S(V )
G
p , Rp′), the dualizing module of
S(V )Gp . Consequently, by Theorem 2.30, S(V )
G
m is a complete intersection ring. Now by [21, Proposi-
tion 2.16] the property of being a complete intersection is a local one, thus by [21, Deﬁnition 1.4(L2)]
S(V )G is also a complete intersection. 
3. Polynomial tensor exterior algebra invariants
Let G ⊂ GL(V ) be a ﬁnite group and V is F -ﬁnite dimensional with char F = 2. We shall show here
how the proof of Theorem D is obtained by modifying the proofs of Theorems A and B. An interesting
feature is the separation of the argument according to the even versus odd nature of dimF V .
It is proven in [2, Theorem 5.3.2], assuming (char F , |G|) = 1, that the Gorenstein property of D ≡
(S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ))G is a consequence of its Cohen–Macaulay property. Benson’s deﬁnition for being
Gorenstein requires the following:
(1) D is a ﬁnitely generated free module over a polynomial subring C ⊆ D ,
(2) HomC (D,C) ∼= D , as left (or right) D-modules.
In fact item (2) is mentioned in [2, p. 64], where for its analogous proof one is referred to [2, Propo-
sition 4.6.1] and the resulting isomorphism is as one-sided D-modules.
This Gorenstein notion for a non-commutative ring is also known as being a free Frobenius exten-
sion of C (see Deﬁnition and Remark 2.14). Another possibility for the Gorenstein property to hold is
to require that the isomorphism in (2) should be as D-bimodules. Namely D is C-symmetric (as in
Deﬁnition 2.15).
Our proof will show that, if n = dimF V is odd, then D is Gorenstein in the bimodule sense (as-
suming it is Cohen–Macaulay). However, if dimF V is even, then D is almost never C-symmetric and
only the weaker, one-sided Gorenstein property, holds.
By standard conventions each non-zero element of V has degree 2 in S(V ) and their differential
images in Λ(V ) have degree 1. Choose C = F [ f1, . . . , fn], a polynomial subring of S(V )G with deg fi =
2ki , for i = 1, . . . ,n and such that S(V )G/C is a ﬁnite extension. Denote e =∑ni=1(2ki − 2), d =∑n
i=1(2ki − 1) and m = ( f1, . . . , fn). Set A ≡ S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ).
The computations in [2, p. 63], which are parallel to the computations in Lemma 2.1, show that
A ≡ A/mA is graded, having its maximal non-zero term in degree d and dimF Ad = 1. Similarly
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S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ) = A. Therefore if x1, . . . , xn is a basis of V , one can choose a free C-basis of S(V ),
b1, . . . ,bs = β˜ , so that their set of images is a homogeneous F -basis of S(V ) and bs = β is a basis
element of S(V )e . Moreover we have that deg (bi) = deg bi for i = 1, . . . , s and we order them via
deg bi  deg b j if i < j. Now by tensoring with the standard basis of Λ(V ) we obtain a free C-basis
of A {a1, . . . ,ar = α˜}, where {bi} is a subset, deg(ai) = degai , α ≡ β dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn is a basis element
of Ad , and deg(ai) dega j if i < j. Clearly deg β˜ = degβ = e and deg α˜ = degα = d.
As in Deﬁnition 2.6 we next deﬁne:
φ(aih) =
{
0, if i < r or h = 1G ,
1, if i = r and h = 1G , and extend to R ≡ A ∗ G by C-linearity.
Remark 3.1. g.α = α, for each g ∈ G .
Proof. Since α = β dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn , this follows from g.β = det−1(g)β and g.dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn =
det(g)dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn , where the former equality is given by Lemma 2.3 and later one is standard. 
Following the proof of Lemma 2.9 we want to show that R.φ = HomF (R, F ), where R ≡ R/mR , and
φ is the obvious projection of φ on R . To this end we need the following property of A (extending
Lemma 2.1(3)).
Lemma 3.2. Let A = S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ) and A = A/mA, be as above. Then, for each 0 = a ∈ Ai there exists
b ∈ Ad−i such that ab = uα with 0 = u ∈ F .
Proof. To show this, denote dxλ ≡ dxλ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxλs , where λ ≡ (λ1, . . . , λs). Now a =
∑
λ aλ dx
λ , with
degaλ + degdxλ = i. Choose δ so that aδ = 0 and j ≡ degaδ is minimal amongst all degaλ ’s. Let μδ =
{1, . . . ,n}  δ. Then clearly dxδ ∧ dxμδ = ±dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn . Pick by Lemma 2.1(3) bδ ∈ S(V )e− j so
that aδbδ = uβ , with 0 = u ∈ F . If λ = δ with degaλ > degaδ then we get that aλbδ = 0, since its
degree exceeds e. Now if λ = δ and degaλ = degaδ then clearly dxλ ∧ dxμδ = 0. All in all a(bδ dxμδ ) =
aδbδ dxδ ∧ dxμδ = ±uα, with 0 = u ∈ F , as needed. 
The next result is the analog, in the present context, of Lemma 2.9.
Lemma 3.3. Let A = S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ), A = A/mA, R ≡ A ∗ G and R ≡ R/mR be as above. Then HomF (R, F ) =
R.φ .
Proof. This is essentially identical to the proof of Lemma 2.9. We use si,h ∈ Ai (instead of S(V )i)
and b of Lemma 3.2 (instead of t of Lemma 2.1(3)). The only difference occurs at the end, where
r.φ(g−1b) = uφ(α) = u (instead of u det(g) of Lemma 2.9), which is proven with the aid of Remark 3.1
and Lemma 3.2. 
Lemma 3.4. HomC (R,C) = R.φ and R ∼= R.φ , as left R-modules.
Proof. Again, the proof is essentially the same as the one of Corollary 2.10. 
The next result is a variation in the present setup of part of Proposition 2.11.
Proposition 3.5. Retaining all the previous notations, we have g.φ = φ.g for each g ∈ G.
Proof. This is proven exactly as in Proposition 2.11 using the following substitutions:
Substitute S(V ) by S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ) = A;
Substitute S(V ) by A = S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V );
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Substitute S(V )i by Ai ;
Substitute det(g) by 1.
The proof of this proposition can now be carried verbatim replacing the following:
Lemma 2.3 by its analog Remark 3.1;
Lemma 2.1(3) by its analog Lemma 3.2;
Lemma 2.9 by its analog Lemma 3.3;
Corollary 2.10 by its analog Lemma 3.4. 
Lemma 3.6. Let A be a ring and H ⊂ Aut A, a ﬁnite group such that∑g∈H g(a) = 1 for some a ∈ A. Then A is
a projective A ∗ H module.
Proof. See for example [1]. 
The next result is a generalization of Lemma 2.23. It corresponds, if the residue ﬁeld extensions
are separable, to the tamely ramiﬁed case. However since this fails to hold in general, we phrase it
in terms of the trace map. As pointed by the referee, it is a consequence of [12, Theorem 2.4]. Other
references are [13], [27, Theorem 2.4.5, Corollary 6.4.8]. Our original proof which is now obsolete had
non-commutative ingredients.
Proposition 3.7. Let G ⊂ GL(V ) be a ﬁnite group with no transvections.
Then {∑g∈G g(a) | a ∈ S(V )} is not contained in any height one prime ideal of S(V )G .
Proof. Suppose by negation that {∑g∈G g(a) | a ∈ S(V )} ⊆ q, where q is a height one prime ideal in
S(V )G . Let P be a height one prime ideal in S(V ) with P ∩ S(V )G = q. Then by [27, Corollary 6.4.8],
there exists a cyclic subgroup H = 〈h〉 of order p = char F , such that {h(a) − a | a ∈ S(V )} ⊆ P . Con-
sequently h ∈ Gt(P ) ≡ {σ ∈ G | σ(a) − a ∈ P , for each a ∈ S(V )}, the inertial subgroup of P , implying
that p divides |Gt |. Now by [2, Lemma 3.9.1], this implies the existence of a transvection in Gt(P ) ⊆ G ,
in contradiction to the assumption. 
Corollary 3.8. Set A ≡ S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ) and let G ⊂ GL(V ). Let C ⊂ S(V )G be a homogeneous polynomial
subring such that S(V )G/C is a ﬁnite extension. Suppose that G has no transvections. Then Ap is a projective
Ap ∗ G-module, for each height one prime ideal p in C .
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, there exists ap ∈ S(V )p satisfying ∑g g(ap) = 1. Now apply Lemma 3.6. 
We are now able to prove, provided dimF V is odd, an extension to Theorem A.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that dimF V is odd, G ⊂ GL(V ) contains no transvections and char F = 2. Let C ⊂
S(V )G be a homogeneous polynomial subring such that S(V )G/C is a ﬁnite extension. Then (S(V )⊗F Λ(V ))G
is C-symmetric.
Proof. Let A = S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ) and R = A ∗ G . Then by Proposition 3.5 we have that g.φ = φ.g , for
each g ∈ G . To complete the proof we need to show that x.φ = φ.x for each x ∈ R . To see this we
shall make use of the fact that n = dimF V is odd. Using g.φ = φ.g , we may clearly assume that x is
one of the basis elements in {a1, . . . ,ar}. Let b ∈ A be another such basis element. If deg x+ deg b < d
then by the deﬁnition of φ we have φ(xb) = φ(bx) = 0 and consequently (x.φ)(b) = (φ.x)(b) = 0.
Now if deg x+ deg b = d = (∑ni=1 2ki) − n, then one of {deg x,deg b} is even and so xb = bx and again
(x.φ)(b) = (φ.x)(b). For b = aih with h = 1G we have, by the deﬁnition of φ, (x.φ)(b) = φ(bx) = 0 =
φ(xb) = (φ.x)(b). Therefore R = A ∗ G is C-symmetric and by Lemma 2.19, using Corollary 3.8, EndR A
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is C-symmetric. 
Remark 3.10. Theorem 3.9 improves [2, Theorem 5.3.2] in case dimF V is odd.
We shall now consider the even case.
Proposition 3.11. Suppose that G ⊂ GL(V ) has no transvections, dimF V is even and char F = 2. Let C ⊂
S(V )G be chosen as in Theorem 3.9. Then,(
S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V )
)G [t] ∼= HomC[t]((S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ))G [t],C[t]),
as one-sided (S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ))G [t]-modules for some variable t. However (S(V ) ⊗Λ(V ))G is not C-symmetric
unless it solely consists of sums of even elements.
Proof. Let W = V ⊕ Ft and extend the action of G to W by requiring g(t) = t , for all g ∈ G . Clearly
G ⊂ GL(W ) and still has no transvections.
Clearly, S(W ) ⊗ Λ(W ) = (S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ))[t] ⊕ ((S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ))[t])dt .
Let B ≡ (S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ))G [t]. Then (S(W ) ⊗ Λ(W ))G = B ⊕ B dt is a rank 2 free B-module and by
Theorem 3.9 it is C[t]-symmetric. Therefore B ⊕ B dt ∼= HomC[t](B + B dt,C[t]) ≡ (B + B dt).φ, where
the last isomorphism is given by the map b + b′ dt → (b + b′ dt).φ, b,b′ ∈ B . Let φ1 ≡ φ|B , φ2 = φ|B dt .
Then φ = φ1 + φ2. Moreover B dt.φ1 = 0.
We have that (B + B dt).φ = (B.φ1 + B dt.φ2) + B.φ2. Clearly B.φ1 + B dt.φ2 ⊆ HomC[t](B,C[t]) and
B.φ2 ⊆ HomC[t](B dt,C[t]). Consequently, using
(B + B dt).φ = HomC[T ]
(
B + B dt,C[t])= HomC[t](B,C[t])⊕ HomC[t](B dt,C[t])
we get:
HomC[t]
(
B,C[t])= B.φ1 + B dt.φ2 and B.φ2 = HomC[t](B dt,C[t]). (3.1)
Clearly (b + b1 dt).(φ1 + φ2) = (φ1 + φ2)(b + b1 dt) for b, b1 ∈ B , is translated, using B dt.φ1 =
φ1.B dt = 0 into:
(b.φ1 − φ1.b) + b1 dt.φ2 − φ2.b1 dt = φ2.b − b.φ2. (3.2)
Now since the left-(respectively right-)hand side of (3.2) belongs to HomC[t](B,C[t]) (respectively
HomC[t](B dt,C[t])), we get that both ends of (3.2) are 0. Hence b.φ2 = φ2.b for b ∈ B . Conse-
quently φ2.B = B.φ2 = HomC[t](B dt,C[t]). Moreover since b.φ1 − φ1.b = φ2.b1 dt − b1 dt.φ2 for ar-
bitrary b,b1 ∈ B , we have 0= φ2.b1 dt − b1 dt.φ2, for b1 ∈ B . In particular φ2.dt = dt.φ2.
Now if (dt.φ2).z = 0, for some z ∈ B then (dt z).φ2 = dt φ2.z = 0. Also dt z.φ1 ∈ B dt.φ1 = 0. So
dt z.φ = dt z.(φ1 + φ2) = 0, implying that dt z = 0 and z = 0. Consequently B ∼= (dt.φ2).B as right B-
modules. Similarly B ∼= φ2.B as right B-modules.
Let f ∈ HomC[t](B,C[t]), then fˆ ∈ HomC[t](B dt,C[t]) is deﬁned by fˆ (bdt) = f (b), for b ∈ B . It is
easy to verify that the map f → fˆ induces a right B-modules isomorphism from HomC[t](B,C[t])
onto HomC[t](B dt,C[t]). Also d̂t.φ2 = φ2 and therefore B ∼= φ2B = HomC[t](B dt,C[t]) implies that B ∼=
(dt.φ2).B = HomC[t](B,C[t]), as right B-modules. This settles the ﬁrst part of the proposition.
Now for the second part, we use b.φ2 = φ2.b and dt.φ2 = φ2.dt to get for a homogeneous element
r ∈ B:
r.(dt.φ2) = (r dt).φ2 = (−1)deg r(dt r).φ2 = (−1)deg r dt.(r.φ2) = (−1)deg r(dt.φ2).r. (3.3)
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homogeneous element r ∈ B . However νdt.φ2 is never inner. Indeed let u,u−1 ∈ B be such that
νdt.φ2(r) = uru−1 for r ∈ B . Then after F -normalization, u = 1+
∑
i1 ui and u
−1 = 1+∑i1 vi , with
deg ui = deg vi = i. Consequently, for a homogeneous element r in B we have u−1ru = r +∑k wk ,
where deg wk > deg r, if wk = 0. Hence u−1ru = νdt.φ2(r) = −r, for each odd element r. This
shows that B ≡ (S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ))G [t] is not C[t] symmetric and consequently by [25, Theorem 7.11],
(S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ))G is not C-symmetric. 
Theorem 3.12. Let G ⊂ GL(V ) be a ﬁnite group with no transvections and char F = 2.
Suppose that (S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ))G is Cohen–Macaulay, then it is also Gorenstein.
Proof. If dimF V is odd, the result follows directly from Theorem 3.9. Suppose therefore that dimF V is
even. Let D ≡ (S(V )⊗F Λ(V ))G and D[t] = B be as in Proposition 3.11. By assumption, D is a ﬁnitely
generated free C-module and thus D[t] is a ﬁnitely generated free C[t]-module. Now by Proposi-
tion 3.11 HomC[t](D[t],C[t]) ∼= D[t], as right D[t]-modules, thus by the freeness of D[t] over C[t] we
have:
HomC[t]/tC[t]
(
D[t]/tD[t],C[t]/tC[t])∼= D[t]/tD[t], as right D[t]/tD[t] = D-modules.
Now since C[t]/tC[t] = C , we get the required result. 
We shall next show that the omission of transvections from G , in Theorem 3.12, is necessary.
Example 3.13. Let G = 〈σ 〉, where σ = [ 1 1
0 1
]
acts linearly on V = F x + F y and char F = p > 2. Then
(S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ))G is Cohen–Macaulay, but it is not Gorenstein (not even in the one-sided sense).
Proof. σ(x) = x+ y, σ(y) = y, shows that:
N(x) ≡ xσ(x) · · ·σ p−1(x) = x(x+ y) · · · (x+ (p − 1)y)= xp − xyp−1 is in S(V )G .
So A = F [y, xp − xyp−1] is a polynomial subring of S(V )G . Moreover [Q (S(V )) : Q (A)] = p =
[Q (S(V )) : Q (S(V )G)], implying that S(V )G = F [y, xp − xyp−1]. Now
S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ) = S(V ) ⊕
(
S(V )dx+ S(V )dy)⊕ S(V )dx∧ dy,
and G stabilizes each of its summands. Therefore:
(
S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V )
)G = S(V )G ⊕ (S(V )dx+ S(V )dy)G ⊕ S(V )G dx∧ dy.
Let f dx + hdy ∈ (S(V )dx + S(V )dy)G . Then f dx + hdy = f σ (dx + dy) + hσ dy. Hence f = f σ and
h − hσ = f ∈ S(V )G . So f ∈ (1 − σ)(S(V )) ∩ S(V )G . Let q =∑aijxi y j ∈ S(V ), with aij ∈ F . Then
(1− σ)(q) =∑aij(xi − (σ (x))i)y j . But xi − σ(x)i = xi − (x+ y)i ∈ yS(V ) implying that:
f ∈ (1− σ)(S(V ))∩ S(V )G ⊆ yS(V ) ∩ S(V )G = yS(V )G = (1− σ)(−xS(V )G).
Therefore f = (1 − σ)(h) = (1 − σ)(a) with a = (−x)s, s ∈ S(V )G . Hence h − a = σ(h − a), showing
that h = a+ t , t ∈ S(V )G . Consequently:
f dx+ hdy = (1− σ)(−xs)dx+ ((−x)s + t)dy = s(y dx− xdy) + t dy, where s, t ∈ S(V )G .
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sion. That is, (S(V )dx+ S(V )dy)G = S(V )G(y dx− xdy) + S(V )G dy. Now since S(V )G(y dx− xdy) ∩
S(V )G dy = {0} we conclude that (S(V )dx + S(V )dy)G is a direct sum of two free rank one S(V )G -
modules. Consequently, since S(V )G is a polynomial ring we have that:
(
S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V )
)G = S(V )G ⊕ S(V )G(y dx− xdy) ⊕ S(V )G dy ⊕ S(V )G dx∧ dy,
is a Cohen–Macaulay ring.
Now if (S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ))G is one-sided Gorenstein, then:
E ≡ (S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ))G/m(S(V ) ⊗F Λ(V ))G ,
is a Frobenius 4-dimensional F -algebra, where m = (y, xp − xyp−1).
Let N ≡m⊕ S(V )G(y dx− xdy)⊕ S(V )G dy⊕ S(V )G dx∧dy. Then N is a maximal ideal in (S(V )⊗
Λ(V ))G , N ⊃m(S(V )⊗Λ(V ))G and dimF (S(V )⊗Λ(V ))G/N = 1. Therefore M ≡ N/m(S(V )⊗Λ(V ))G
is a maximal ideal in E . Now (y dx − xdy).dy = y dx ∧ dy = −dy.(y dx − xdy) ∈ m(S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ))G .
This implies that M2 = 0, and therefore M is the unique maximal ideal in E . Now dimF M =
dimF E − dimF E/M = 4−1= 3. So since annM = M and dimF M > 1, we get by [19, Theorem 221] or
[8, Theorem 58.12], that the commutative(!) local ring E is not Gorenstein and in particular it is not
F -Frobenius. This contradicts the previous paragraph. 
The next result is an analog to [15, Corollary 7.4(1)], which proves the generic Gorenstein property
for the cohomology ring of ﬁnite groups.
Proposition 3.14. Let D ≡ (S(V )⊗Λ(V ))G . Suppose that G has no transvections and char F = 2. Then Dp is
a ﬁnite dimensional Frobenius algebra over Q (C), for the unique minimal prime ideal p in D. Here C ⊆ S(V )G
is a homogeneous polynomial subring with S(V )G/C being a ﬁnite extension and Q (C) is its ﬁeld of fractions.
Proof. Clearly S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ) is a ﬁnitely generated free C-module. Consequently D ⊂ S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ) is
a ﬁnitely generated torsion-free C-module. Let Λ+(V ) ≡⊕i1 Λ(V )i . Clearly Λ+(V ) is a nilpotent
maximal ideal of Λ(V ) and S(V ) ⊗ Λ+(V ) is a nilpotent two-sided ideal in S(V ) ⊗ Λ(V ) satisfying
S(V )⊗Λ(V )/S(V )⊗Λ+(V ) ∼= S(V ). Therefore {S(V )⊗Λ+(V )}∩ D ≡ p is a nilpotent two-sided ideal
in D and D/p ↪→ S(V ), shows the D/p is a domain. Thus p is the unique minimal prime ideal in D .
Let q = p ∩ C then the equalities K .dimC/q = K .dim D/p = K .dim S(V ) = K .dimC show that q = 0.
Let λ = C \{0}. Then Cλ = Q (C), the quotient ﬁeld of C , Cλ ⊂ Dλ and Dλ is a ﬁnite dimensional Cλ-
vector space. Theorem 3.9 implies, if dimF V is odd, that HomC (D,C) ∼= D , as a one-sided D-module.
Now since central localization commutes with Hom, we get that HomCλ (Dλ,Cλ) ∼= Dλ , as one-sided
Dλ-modules. Therefore Dλ is a ﬁnite dimensional Frobenius Cλ-algebra.
Similarly, if dimF V is even, then Proposition 3.11 implies that HomC[t](D[t],C[t]) ∼= D[t]. Therefore,
since localization commutes with Hom, we have HomCλ[t](Dλ[t],Cλ[t]) ∼= Dλ[t]. Now since Dλ[t] is a
free Cλ[t]-module, then as in the proof of Theorem 3.12 we have:
HomCλ[t]/tCλ[t]
(
Dλ[t]/tDλ[t],Cλ[t]/tCλ[t]
)∼= Dλ[t]/tDλ[t], as right Dλ[t]/tDλ[t] = Dλ-modules.
Consequently HomCλ (Dλ,Cλ) ∼= Dλ and Dλ is again a Frobenius Cλ-algebra.
Finally, pλ is the unique maximal (and minimal) ideal in Dλ implying that Dλ = Dλpλ = Dp is a
Frobenius Q (C)-algebra. 
The results of Section 3 show an analogy between (S(V )⊗Λ(V ))G (if G contains no transvections)
and the cohomology ring of ﬁnite groups. On the basis of this, we inquire on the following possible
improvement of [3, Theorem 1.1].
A. Braun / Journal of Algebra 345 (2011) 81–99 99Question 3.15. Let G be a ﬁnite group acting trivially on a ﬁeld F and let H∗(G, F ) be its cohomology
ring. Let C be a homogeneous polynomial subring of Heven(G, F ) with H∗(G, F )/C being a ﬁnite
extension. Suppose:
(1) H∗(G, F ) is Cohen–Macaulay,
(2) K .dim H∗(G, F ) is odd.
Is H∗(G, F ) a Gorenstein ring in a strong (that is bimodule, C-symmetric) sense?
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